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1.0 Introduction 
The Medicaid Management Information System Replacement (MMISR) project in collaboration with 
the New Mexico (NM) Human Services Department (HSD), and the Enterprise Project Management 
Office (EPMO) prepared this Schedule Management Plan (SMP) (PMO6) to provide a clear 
understanding of the schedule management processes and procedures.  

1.1 Overview 
The SMP documents the approach for planning, creating, and managing the Enterprise Project 
Schedule (EPS). The EPS is the overarching schedule for the MMISR project, comprised of information 
from the module contractors and State Project teams’ Modularized Project Schedules (MPS) which is 
shared with EPMO for inclusion into the EPS. The MPS’ are utilized by the module contractors and 
State Project teams to track all the detailed sub-project schedule activities within the module contract 
scope.  

The SMP is not prescriptive of the creation of MPS’ but describes the approach for incorporation of 
information into the EPS and development through Rolling Wave Planning described in Section 1.5 
The EPS is not intended to include every task, date, resource, or progress update undertaken by the 
module contractors vendors, or State project teams, but rather to incorporate Key Tasks, Key 
Deliverables, Key Dependencies, and Milestones (including due dates) to reflect the status and track 
progress of the overall MMISR project.   

Previous versions of the MMISR EPS were developed by linking all the module contractor schedules 
into one (1) large project schedule to generate an Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) or were created 
and maintained entirely manually, risking errors from manual entry. These approaches were 
abandoned when they were found too unwieldy to effectively manage. It was replaced in the overall 
approach outlined in this SMP.  

Each module contractor and State project team is responsible for managing their own MPS.  Each 
module contractor or State project team oversees their individual MPS which utilize key concepts for 
managing their MPS including: 

▪ Incorporating enough task detail into the MPS to ensure the team’s sub-project activities are 
developed, tracked, and reported. 

▪ Utilizing the development lifecycle that best supports their sub project (e.g., Waterfall, Agile, or 
combination as needed). 

▪ Attending Weekly Module Schedule Review meetings reviewing MPS' for any changes, at-risk 
and late tasks, and activities, resource needs, and upcoming dependencies within the next 
ninety (90) days 

▪ Developing, reviewing, managing, and updating the MPS in accordance with the guidelines of 
this Schedule Management Plan and in compliance with their SMP. 

The EPMO oversees the EPS. The EPMO utilizes key concepts for managing the EPS including: 

▪ Project Management Institute (PMI) - Project Management Book of Knowledge (PMBOK) 
standards for schedule management. 

▪ Extracting and incorporating key tasks and milestones into the EPS from existing detailed 
module contractor and State project teams’ MPS. As additional module contractors and State 
project teams are onboarded, one (1) of their early key tasks is to develop and establish their 
module or project team’s MPS with all project milestones and dates identified.  Once the MPS 
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has been approved via a Change Control Board (CCB) meeting, the module’s MPS is baselined 
and incorporated into the EPS. 

▪ Incorporating key deliverables into the EPS from existing and newly onboarded module 
contractors and/or State project teams.  

▪ Conducting weekly Schedule Review meetings. 
▪ Reviewing each MPS for updates to the EPS, which is an on-going activity tied to the weekly 

publication of new version of EPS each Friday. 

Key concepts have been defined using PMBOK as the standard for schedule management, and the key 
tasks, milestones, deliverables are tasks which contribute towards the module or state project team’s 
critical path within their MPS. 

1.2 Plan Maintenance and Update 
The EPMO is responsible for periodic review and update of the SMP in a frequency agreed upon with 
HSD. Approval of changes to the SMP will follow the MMISR Change Management process 
documented in the MMISR project Change Control Management Plan (CCMP) (PMO10) and will be 
recorded in the record of changes maintained in Appendix A.  A link to the CCMP can be found in 
Appendix C of this SMP. 

The methodology for developing and maintaining the EPS consists of the activities and standards 
described below. 

1.3 Schedule Guidelines 

Schedule guidelines define the tools and approach for development of the EPS. 
 

Table 1 - Schedule Guidelines 

Guideline Description 
Schedule Tool ▪ Microsoft Project and Project Web Application (PWA) 

Naming Conventions ▪ Naming conventions listed in Table 2 will be utilized for the MPS and the EPS 
▪ Module Contractors reflected in the EPS will be identified via module name or 

organizational structure (e.g., System Integrator (SI), Financial Services (FS), 
Benefit Management Services (BMS), Care/Case Management Solution 
(C/CMS), Data Services (DS), Financial Services (FS), Business Transformation 
Council (BTC), Unified Portal (UP), Consolidated Customer Service Center 
(CCSC), and Quality Assurance (QA)) 

▪ In the case of a module’s scope of work being split between multiple module 
contractors through use of a subcontract or other mechanism, further 
definition will be used for the module name if the subcontract work is captured 
in a separate MPS 

▪ Names of individuals or module contractor’s corporate names will not be 
utilized within the EPS.  Only the module contractors’ module name will be 
utilized.  The only exception to this may be when a module contractor is 
onboarded to perform work outside the scope of one (1) of the modules 

Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS) 

▪ At the enterprise level, a separate WBS will not be maintained by the EPMO 

EPS Updates ▪ Updates to the EPS will occur weekly, incorporating all applicable changes from 
the MPS updates.  The EPS is published with these updates each week by Friday 
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Guideline Description 
Resources ▪ SME Resource needs will be identified as far in advance as possible for the 

duration of the project and validated at a minimum of three (3) months out  
▪ State roles, not individuals, will be reflected as resource types within the EPS 
▪ The EPMO will utilize the MPS’, EPS, and the MMISR Subject Matter Expert (SME) 

Resource dashboard to coordinate resource availability. 
▪ SME Resources need to have consistent naming conventions for ease of 

summarizing and identification of resource constraints. The naming conventions 
will be maintained by the EPMO and distributed to the project teams 

▪ MMISR dedicated resources as identified in the MMISR Role Chart will be included 
as Enterprise Resource Objects in PWA 

MPS Development ▪ Each module contractor or State project team will develop and maintain their 
respective MPS for the work for which they are responsible. The MPS will contain 
major milestones, deliverables, known dependencies, resources and will reflect 
the entire scope of work, as well as all detailed tasks needed to achieve 
milestones and deliverables. Dependencies will be identified in conjunction with 
module contractor, EPMO, and State project teams.  Updates to the MPS are 
expected to be completed weekly by close of business (COB) Wednesday, to allow 
for incorporation into the EPS by Friday 

Schedule Elaboration ▪ While the individual MPS’s will contain all Major Milestones, Deliverables, and 
known dependencies and reflect the entire scope of work, details may need to be 
added as more project information becomes available. In such instances, module 
contractors and State project teams will utilize rolling wave planning for schedule 
elaboration to reflect necessary changes to the EPS. See Section 1.5 - Rolling Wave 
Planning 

EPS Schedule Development ▪ Iterative development of the EPS will occur as the project expands from planning 
phase to Design, Development, and Implementation (DDI) phases. As more 
information becomes available from any source (e.g., NM HSD, Executive 
Leadership, or as module contractors and State project teams are onboarded, 
additional information will be added to the EPS by the EPMO 

▪ The EPS will be evaluated annually following the submittal of the Advanced 
Planning Document Update (ADPU) to ensure it is aligned with the APDU 
Roadmap 

▪ Following APDU Roadmap alignment additional tasks may be added to capture 
work necessary prior to engaging partner agencies for integration efforts 

▪ The new information to be added to the EPS will be added per a CR as described 
in the Schedule Change Management section below. Some information added to 
the EPS will not require a CR such as older information used in earned value 
calculations, tracking the hiring of resources, tracking the expiration of contracts, 
etc. 

▪ The EPS reflects the overall scope of the MMISR project. For future module 
contractors the EPMO and HSD teams identify high level project task breakouts 
based on best information available, and these are revised when the module 
contractor onboards and provides an MPS 

▪ During contract negotiation, prior to contract award, the contract manager and 
assigned HSD PM will work with the module vendor to provide a high level 
timeline to be included in the EPS.  
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Guideline Description 
Schedule Change 
Management 

▪ Any Module contractor MPS changes which impacts the linked dependency tasks 
reported in the EPS, MPS critical path, contracted deliverable due dates, scope, or 
cost must be approved via the Change Control Process 

▪ Informational Change Requests should be considered on a semi-annual basis to 
update tasks not captured in the categories listed above. Examples of tasks in the 
EPS include but are not limited to Federal and State reporting and funding tasks 
such as Advanced Planning Document (APD), Agency Technology Appropriation 
(C2), and Project Certification Committee (PCC) activities. 

▪ Unless directed otherwise, the EPS reflects the previously approved schedule until 
a Project Change Request (PCR) is approved 

▪ Baselining and re-baselining of the EPS and MPS will occur through the regular 
approved Change Control Process.  Re-baselining will typically follow the approval 
of PCR or contract amendment process 

Certification Tasks ▪ Each Module contractor MPS will include required certification tasks  

Testing Tasks ▪ Each MPS will contain estimates for every necessary phase of testing 
▪ Through progressive elaboration, the estimates of testing durations will be refined 
▪ Dependencies will be identified in the MPS’ to describe what is needed for 

successful completion of testing phases 

Assumptions Log ▪ Each MPS is recommended, but not required, to have a companion Assumptions 
Log that will capture any assumptions that are made when developing the MPS 

▪ The EPS will have a separate assumption log and will contain additional 
information pertaining to cross module dependencies 

▪ It will track open or outstanding questions to resolve the assumptions 
▪ The assumption log will be posted the SharePoint folder containing the applicable 

schedule and will be linked to the schedules’ project site on PWA. 
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Guideline Description 
Minimum Requirement 
Criteria for MPS Reporting 
in MS Project and PWA 

Column 
Name 

Description  

Indicator Displays information about a task or resource (date constraints, 
associated notes, overallocation) 

% complete Shows status of task in the form of % complete 

Task Name A descriptive name of the task 

Duration The total time for a task (in days) 

Start The planned start date of the task 

Finish The planned finish date of the task 

Baseline Start The baseline finish date of the task (once baselined following PCR 
approval) 

Baseline 
Finish 

The baseline finish date of the task (once baselined following PCR 
approval) 

Predecessor Displays the task ID number of predecessor task that is required 
before the task can be started or finished 

Dependency Add a text column to list any cross-module dependency or HSD 
dependency resources or otherwise 
*required input by user 

Included in 
EPS 

Add a text column for tasks that have been or will be incorporated 
into the EPS 
*required input by user 

MMISR SMEs Utilize the resource column or a add a separate text column to 
identify MMISR SME needs for advanced planning 
*required input by user 

 

Executive Summary tasks ▪ EPS will include an Executive Summary section with key milestones identified 
which occur in the next sixty (60), 120, and greater than 120 days 

▪ Executive Summary tasks will be duplicative tasks from the individual EPS 
repeated in this section 

▪ Executive summary tasks are grouped in date order and updates to this section 
are completed on the same Friday review cycle as other EPS sections are updated 

▪ A PCR is not required to update the tasks in the Executive Summary section 

1.4 Naming Conventions 

Schedule naming conventions are a key element of schedule management due to the scope, size, and 
modular approach of the MMISR project. The EPS along with module contractor and State Project team 
MPS’s will utilize the naming conventions established below. Adherence to the naming conventions is 
the responsibility of the module contractors. The EPMO will be reviewing the detailed MPS in the weekly 
Schedule Review Meeting. 
 

Table 2 - Naming Conventions 

Convention Description 
Module or State Project 
Indicator (EPS Only) 

▪ Each task to include a designator indicating the module or subset of the MMISR 
project utilizing acronyms already established such as: SI, FS, QA, UP, CCSC, DS, 
BMS and CCMS 
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Convention Description 
▪ For State projects and partner agencies we will utilize the agency acronym 

followed by the project acronym (e.g., Business Transformation Council (BTC), 
Child Youth and Families Division (CYFD) – Community Behavioral Health 
Association (CBHA) 

Event Driven ▪ Each task is event-driven so the EPMO can identify and understand the delivery 
approach.  For example, in a Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) approach 
the following phases are recommended as designators: 
▪ Planning 
▪ Requirements Gathering and Analysis 
▪ Design 
▪ Development/Coding/Configuration 
▪ Testing 

▪ Unit Testing 
▪ System Testing 
▪ Integration Testing 
▪ Quality Assurance Testing (QAT) 
▪ User Acceptance Testing (UAT) 
▪ Parallel Testing – as required 

▪ Deployment 
▪ Maintenance 

▪ If not utilizing the above SDLC phases, the Module Contractor should choose the 
appropriate nomenclature to distinguish the events within their development 
methodology 

Federal Agency 
Identification 

▪ Tasks that indicate an activity to be conducted by a federal agency (e.g., Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and the Office of Child Support Services 
(OCSS) should designate the name or acronym of the federal agency as part of the 
task name 

Contractual Deliverables ▪ Deliverables to be designated by deliverable name as contractually identified 

Cross Module Dependency 
(EPS Only) 

▪ A cross module dependency will be created in the Dependency section of the EPS 
in the following format: 
▪ Dependency – Module 1 – Module 2 – Task 

▪ The QA Module Contractor has identified a dependency on the DS data 
warehouse. This dependency will be captured as: 

▪ Dependency – QA – DS – Data Warehouse Complete and Available 
▪ It can be read or interpreted as, “There is a dependency for QA on DS for the 

completion of the data warehouse  
▪ As additional cross module dependencies are identified they will be added to 

the EPS 
▪ Dependency tasks will have the following: 
▪ Zero (0) day duration 
▪ Finish-to-Start dependency with no lead or lag time on a single predecessor 
▪ Finish-to-Start dependency with no lead or lag time on a single successor 

MMISR Project Dedicated 
Resources 
(EPS Only) 

▪ Role based resources identified in the MMISR Role Chart 
▪ Includes state, staff augmentation, and select contracted resources 
▪ Does not include Module Contractor roles 
▪ Resource assignments are the responsibility of HSD and the EPMO 

MMISR SME Resources ▪ Areas of expertise will be maintained by the EPMO and validated by HSD 
▪ Module contractors are responsible for assigning SME Resources within their MPS’ 
▪ The assignments will be validated with HSD and the EPMO and imported into the 

EPS for advanced planning 
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1.4.1 Task Naming Convention Examples 

▪ SI - System Migration Repository (SMR) Data Loads - Provider, Third-Party Liability (TPL), 
Managed Care Organizations (MCO), Finance & Prior Authorization (PA) data to QAT 

▪ DS - M: Prior Authorization data available to Enterprise Event Modeling (EEM)  
▪ UP - Issue Request for Quote (RFQ) 
▪ EPMO - PMO6 Schedule Management Plan 
▪ CYFD - CBHA – Go-Live 

1.5 Rolling Wave Planning 

Given the multi-year time span of the MMISR project, all schedule detail information may not be known 
until significant project events occur (e.g., contract award and onboarding of module contractors, 
certification review cycles, etc.) and so the level of detail within the current 90-120 days will always be 
more granular than details at later stages of the project. Module contractor or State project teams 
should maintain as much detail in the MPS as is needed to manage their activities and conform to 
contractual responsibilities. High Level end-to-end timing should be based on estimates from the 
knowledge of the scope of work and timings understood through the procurement process and 
onboarding.  However, when the MPS is not sufficiently detailed for projecting future activities, rolling 
wave planning should be used.   
 
Rolling wave planning is a form of progressive elaboration. Progressive elaboration is the continual 
updating of the MPS with greater levels of detail and information as the project progresses. Rolling 
wave planning involves providing detailed planning for short-term activities and high-level planning 
for long-term items. As changes are made through rolling wave planning, they may need to be 
approved via the Change Control Process if a change impacts the linked dependency tasks reported in 
the EPS, MPS critical path, contracted deliverable due dates, scope, or cost. 
 
Module contractor or State project teams should utilize rolling wave planning within the following 
guidelines: 

▪ Each MPS will have all milestone, deliverables, tasks, and resource details of all MPS activity 
within the current sixty (60) days. Activities between sixty (60) and 120 days out will have most 
details related to milestones, deliverables, tasks, and resource details captured in the MPS 

▪ Activities between 121 and 180 days out may only have rough details related to milestones, 
deliverables, tasks, and resource details captured in the MPS 

▪ Activities between 181 days and the end of the scope of effort will maintain estimates, updated 
as needed, based on changes occurring in the previous 181 days 

▪ Cross Module Dependencies will be identified as soon as a year out or later if possible, to assist 
with future planning. 

Updates to the EPS and the Executive Summary set of tasks and milestones will be the most visible 
evidence of the rolling wave planning as these tasks will get completed, updated, or additional tasks 
added to this section.  The Friday updated version of the EPS will include these new or changed tasks 
because of the rolling wave planning.  Any rolling wave planning that impacts the MPS in accordance 
with the Schedule Change Management guideline must follow the MMISR Change Management process. 
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1.6 Schedule Management 

Schedule management provides for the support and maintenance of the EPS and individual MPS’s. 
Additionally, schedule management supports the regular and consistent communication of project 
status to stakeholders. The EPMO will utilize a summary approach to schedule management. The 
approach is designed to summarize project activities into the EPS and to provide summarized reporting 
in enough detail for stakeholders to ascertain the status and health of the MMISR project. The table 
below describes the schedule management tasks to be undertaken by the EPMO and module contractor 
or State project teams. 

 

Table 3 - Schedule Management Actions 

Action  Description 
MPS Updates ▪ Each module contractor or State project MPS owner is responsible for updating 

their MPS and publishing the updated MPS by close-of-business (5:00 pm) on 
Wednesdays, weekly.  In the event a Wednesday coincides with a Holiday, the 
updated MPS will be posted on Tuesday before. The expected status date of the 
project will be COB on the day prior to the schedule being posted. MPS schedulers 
will make appropriate updates to their MPS that reflect work activities, 
progressive elaboration, and approved changes that have occurred during the 
previous week. Such updates to the MPS will include but not be limited to: 
▪ Marking completed tasks 
▪ Updating task percent complete 
▪ Maintaining SME Resource needs 
▪ Adding additional MPS elaboration as needed 

▪ Schedules to be posted on SharePoint and the PWA project server by each 
Module Contractor. Links to each module contractor’s project site can be found in 
the Referenced Document Links Table in the Appendix of this SMP (please note 
that at the time this deliverable was developed, only DS and QA schedules exist)  

MPS Review and EPS 
Updates 

▪ The EPMO to review each MPS during the weekly Schedule Review meeting, and 
update the EPS 

▪ State Project Team MPS’ will be reviewed outside of the weekly Schedule Review 
meeting unless there is a dependency on them from a Module Contractor 

▪ The EPS is published on PWA, link provided in Appendix C, by end of day (EOD) 
Friday. If Friday coincides with a holiday, the EPS will be posted by EOD the next 
business day 

Clarifications and Outreach ▪ The EPMO to address any review findings with the module contractor or State 
Project MPS owners during the Weekly Schedule Review Meeting 

▪ PWA offers some automation which identifies updates made by module 
contractors or State project MPS owners.  Clarifications and/or requests for more 
information from MPS owners may be needed to resolve or clarify items 
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Action  Description 
MMISR Project Reporting ▪ The EPMO has developed MMISR reporting against the EPS with detail pulled 

from each module contractor’s MPS  
▪ Project reporting metrics will be included in the EPMO Weekly and EPMO 

Enterprise Monthly Status Report. Reporting will include, but is not limited to: 
▪ Completed Milestones 
▪ Late Tasks 
▪ At Risk Tasks 

▪ A schedule dashboard has been developed to report various metrics for each 
Module Contractor including but not limited to: 
▪ Completed, late, and at-risk milestones 
▪ Late and at-risk tasks 
▪ Upcoming work 
▪ A variation of Schedule Performance comparing elapsed time to the 

percentage of work completed 
▪ Timeline-Views which are based on EPS dates and updated weekly: 

▪ Module view: showing when Module functionality is available and when SI will 
integrate with modules 

▪ Look-Ahead timeline 
▪ Customer Timeline: view showing when customer-facing functionality will be 

available  
▪ Monitoring of Critical Path 

▪ A Critical Path Dashboard has been developed to track the status of the EPS 
Critical Path 

▪ The dashboard utilizes MS Project’s algorithm to calculate multiple critical 
paths. This allows inclusion of sections of the schedule that are based on 
estimates and are not fully linked to approved MPS’ 

▪ Any late Critical Path tasks will be immediately escalated to module owners 
and project leaders 

Weekly Schedule Review 
Meetings 

▪ Weekly Schedule Review meetings are held each Wednesday at 1:00 pm MT with 
module contractors or State project teams to address any near-term schedule 
risks and issues 

▪ Each module will present their updated MPS during the weekly meeting 
▪ Agenda items for the meeting will include but not be limited to: 

▪ Review changes or additions in accordance with and described in Section 1.5 - 
Rolling Wave Planning  

▪ Review the MPS activities to be undertaken in the next sixty (60) days 
▪ Review upcoming resource needs in the next sixty (60) days 
▪ Review any late or at-risk tasks and their impact on overall schedule 
▪ Review upcoming dependencies in the next sixty (60) days 
▪ Review impact of any PCRs if applicable 
▪ Identify cross module dependencies   
▪ Identify and update any Executive Summary tasks 
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Action  Description 
Quarterly Schedule Review 
Meetings 

▪ Once each quarter, a schedule review meeting will occur with a focus on the long-
term overarching project schedule. The purpose of the meeting will be to validate 
schedules, ensure dependencies are current, and address any questions among 
the MPS owners 
▪ The meetings are intended to be held with the individual module contractor or 

State project team, but additional stakeholders will be added as required 
▪ Each Module contractor or State Project MPS owner to post a fully updated 

MPS two (2) business days in advance of the quarterly meeting 
▪ The team will focus on validating activities for the next twelve (12) months 

(thus a 12-month rolling wave). The EPS and some MPS’s extend beyond twelve 
(12) months, however, looking at the key activities and events to occur over the 
most immediate twelve (12) months facilitates better planning and awareness 
among the project teams 

▪ The entire team will review and validate dependencies 
▪ As an outcome of the quarterly meetings, module contractors and State project 

MPS owners may need to update their MPS. Any module contractor MPS 
changes which impacts the dependency tasks reported in the EPS, MPS critical 
path, contracted deliverable due dates, scope, or cost must be approved via the 
Change Control Process 

▪ Quarterly reviews may not be necessary for each MPS. Factors including the 
volume of changes and number of outside linkages will help determine if an MPS 
will be reviewed quarterly. For example, the SI MPS will have dependencies on it 
from nearly all other MPS’ and will require review more frequently 

2.0 Schedule Management Roles and Responsibilities 
Three (3) key groups contribute to the EPS, which include NM HSD, the EPMO, and the Module 
Contractors. Each contributing group has roles and responsibilities for their own individual schedules 
and the EPS. These roles and responsibilities are described for each contribution group in this section. 

2.1 Roles and Responsibilities 

The table below describes the assigned roles and responsibilities regarding schedule management as 
listed in the table below.  Schedule related risks and issues can be logged by any project team member 
or brought to the attention of the EPMO to be logged.  The entire process around Risks and Issues can 
be found in the Risk Management Plan (PMO7).  A link to the Risk Management Plan can be found in the 
Reference Document links table in this SMP. 
 

Table 4 - Roles and Responsibilities 

Role Responsibility 
NM HSD ▪ Review and approve initial Module Contractor or State project team MPS via the 

Deliverable Review and Approval Process 
▪ Review and validate resource and SME assignments 

NM HSD Contract Managers ▪ Collect and input budget data for EV metrics in conjunction with the EPMO 
scheduler and MMISR Finance Manager 

NM MMISR Finance 
Manager 

▪ Collect and input budget data for EV metrics in conjunction with the EPMO 
scheduler and HSD Contract Managers 

CCB ▪ Approve schedule changes identified as requiring CCB approval  

Business Resources ▪ Participate in activities and provide status updates 
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Role Responsibility 
EPMO Scheduler ▪ Develop and maintain the EPS 

▪ Identify and enforce any impacts to changes in the schedule or missed date where 
downstream activities are impacted 

▪ Facilitate schedule meetings associated with onboarding module contractors 
▪ Extracting and incorporating Key Tasks, Key Deliverables, Key Dependencies and 

Key Milestones into the EPS from existing detailed module contractor and State 
project teams MPS into the EPS 

▪ Facilitate discussions between Module Contractor to appropriately identify and 
link cross module dependencies, and communicate any changes 

▪ Review weekly MPS’ 
▪ Follow-up with Module contractor or State Project MPS owners as needed 
▪ Facilitate weekly and quarterly schedule review meetings 
▪ Report MMISR schedule progress and overall health of project 
▪ Update and review the EPS assumptions log 
▪ Collect and input budget data for EV metrics in conjunction with the HSD Contract 

Managers and MMISR Finance Manager 
▪ Maintain SME and Resource assignments within the EPS 

EPMO Project Executive ▪ Review the critical path, dependencies, and Executive Summary tasks from EPS 
▪ Present 60-120 day look ahead at ESC meetings monthly 
▪ Share EPS progress with leadership weekly; escalate late tasks, missed tasks, and 

critical tasks at-risk 

MPS Owner ▪ Participate in schedule meetings associated with onboarding  
▪ Develop and maintain a detailed MPS for the work for which they are responsible. 

When Agile sprints are being utilized the WBS should indicate an appropriate 
name for the Sprint or Epic and the anticipated dates 
▪ Sprints or Epics should be named in chronological order and when known, 

should include a description of the work to be completed 
▪ Update and post the MPS weekly to SharePoint and PWA 
▪ Participate and present in weekly and quarterly schedule review meetings 
▪ Update and review the MPS assumptions log 
▪ Assign SME Resource needs within MPS 

Module contractor or State 
Project Manager 

▪ Participate in schedule meetings associated with onboarding  
▪ Approve the initial schedule with designated MMISR stakeholders 
▪ Ensure MPS has been updated and posted in the appropriate location in 

SharePoint and PWA 
▪ Document and present changes to the Project Management Office (PMO) and CCB 
▪ Review and present impact of mitigation and contingency plans of active risks and 

issues 
▪ Review and present impact of Change Requests on the schedule 
▪ Participate in weekly and quarterly schedule review meetings 
▪ Review and validate resource assignments 

Independent Verification & 
Validation (IV&V) Team 

▪ Evaluate the Schedule Management Process and provide timely feedback 
▪ Revise, comment and provide feedback on proposed changes for approved 

schedules 

MMISR Leadership ▪ Review Executive Summary tasks from EPS for sixty (60), 120, and 120+ look 
ahead view 

▪ Review Schedule dashboards 
▪ Ask questions and provide feedback on executive summary tasks and project 

progress 
▪ Escalate issues to the Executive Steering Committee (ESC) as needed 
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Role Responsibility 
ESC ▪ Review Executive Summary tasks from EPS for sixty (60), 120, and 120+ look 

ahead view, as desired 
▪ Approve schedule changes as recommended by the CCB 
▪ Review Schedule dashboards, as desired 
▪ Review escalated issues brought before ESC by MMISR Leadership and identify or 

approve proposed solutions 

2.2 Linked Tasks and Cross Module Dependencies 
Utilizing PWA allows for schedules to be directly linked between projects reducing the need for 
manual maintenance. While the tasks can automatically update, the review of the changes is a manual 
process and is dependent on the EPMO and Module teams to communicate and review any changes 
to linked tasks.  Through this process, discussions to ensure escalation and/or MMISR Change 
Management processes are being followed is critical to the project and the EPS. 

The EPS is not intended to include every task, date, resource, or progress update undertaken by the 
module contractors, vendors, or State project teams, but rather to incorporate Key Tasks, Key 
Deliverables, Key Dependencies, and Milestones (including due dates) to reflect the status and track 
progress of the overall MMISR project. Therefore, the EPS will be the hub that connects the individual 
Module Contractor’s MPS’. MPS tasks identified by the project teams to be included in the EPS will 
have an analogous task in the EPS that follows the EPS specific naming convention which will be 
directly linked to the MPS task. The direct linking will create one (1) source of information and 
eliminate the need for manual review of the EPS and MPS’ side by side. 

Tasks identified as cross module dependencies will be replicated in the Dependencies section of the 
EPS and follow the naming convention in Section 1.4 – Naming Conventions. To appropriately capture 
and link dependencies in the EPS, a module contractor team will identify their known cross module 
dependencies and a similar dependency task will be added into the dependent module contractor’s 
MPS. The project team will work with the impacted module contractor teams to identify the task or 
tasks that satisfy the dependency and ensure they are in alignment. These tasks will be identified in 
the Module Contractor’s section of the EPS and linked to a task in the dependency section of the EPS. 
Following creation of the dependency task in the EPS the dependent Module Contractor can create 
the linkage from the EPS to their MPS. Figure 1 – Process Flow of Creation of QA Dependencies on DS 
and SI MPS’ below shows the process for the identification and creation of dependencies in the EPS. 
Throughout these discussions, additional dependencies on other Module Contractors may be 
identified. An example of these additional dependencies is identified by the dashed lines in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – Process Flow of Creation of QA Dependencies on DS and SI MPS’ 

  

 

When a linked task in the dependency chain is impacted by a delay all impacted teams will be notified. 
The impacts will be discussed at the Weekly Schedule Review Meeting where it will be determined if 
CCB approval is needed to approve the change. If necessary, a separate session will be setup to 
discuss the change prior to the Schedule Review Meeting.  Documentation of the change will be 
tracked and presented to the CCB by the EPMO.  

2.3 MMISR Dedicated Resources 
MMISR Project dedicated resources, as defined in the MMISR Operating Model and MMISR Role 
Chart, will be assigned by the EPMO and validated by HSD. Resource assignments will be reviewed 
with the project teams as necessary. MMISR dedicated resources are not required to be assigned in 
the module contractor’s MPS’. MMISR Resources are allocated at 90% availability to account for 
regularly scheduled project updates meetings, HHS2020 Monthly Status Update, MMISR Education 
Series, etc. Resource assignments will not consider vacation and PTO for individuals. Team members 
working part time will be assigned allocations consistent with their contractual requirements. 
Resource conflicts and additional resource needs will be addressed through normal project processes 
including but not limited to risk management and change management. Conflicts requiring immediate 
attention will be escalated to project leadership as required. A link to the MMISR Role and RACI Chart 
can be found in Appendix C. 
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2.4 MMISR Subject Matter Expert Resources 
MMISR SME resources will be included in the MPS’ and the EPS for advanced planning. Areas of 
expertise have been developed by HSD and are distributed to the module contractor teams for 
assignment within their MPS. The module contractor is responsible for assigning SME resources as far 
in advance as possible for the duration of the project. The Contractor assignments will be validated at 
a minimum of three (3) months in advance of the need with HSD and the EPMO and then imported 
into the EPS. 

SME resource assignments within the schedules is the first step in the planning and scheduling of 
requirements and JAD/JAR sessions. This process does not change the existing SME request process in 
place. The SME resource assignments in the EPS will populate the MMISR SME Resource Dashboard 
allowing for advanced planning of business SME needs across modules. One (1) to two (2) weeks 
before the expected submission date of a SME request form, the EPMO and business analyst (BA) 
teams will meet to review the SME resource dashboard and identify any potential conflicts for SME 
needs across modules. When necessary, sessions will be reprioritized to ensure SME availability. Once 
the SME request forms are submitted it is the responsibility of the PMs and BAs to work with the 
appropriate teams and managers to schedule requested sessions. 

3.0 Schedule Management Assumptions 
The following assumptions are relevant to the Schedule Management Plan and related schedule 
management activities: 
 

▪ The HSD PMO is responsible for the managing and tracking of vendor contractual deliverables 
▪ Level of effort (LOE) as reported by module contractors or State project teams are assumed to 

be accurate  
▪ Weekly schedule review meetings will be limited to the following key stakeholders: 

▪ Module contractor MPS schedulers/owner 
▪ Module contractor Project Managers 
▪ HSD Project Managers assigned to each Module 
▪ EPMO Scheduler and Project Managers 
▪ IV&V 

▪ Quarterly schedule review meetings will be limited to the following key stakeholders: 
▪ Module contractor Project Managers 
▪ HSD Project Managers assigned to each Module 
▪ HSD Key Project Leadership (based on mutually agreed upon need) 
▪ EPMO  
▪ IV&V 

▪ The EPS will contain an Executive Summary Section to highlight and summarize upcoming tasks 
▪ The Executive Summary section will be reviewed and updated weekly by the EPMO 

Scheduler 
▪ The tasks reflected in this section will be a copy of the task in the applicable section and 

will be directly linked 
▪ Tasks with a duration of less than two (2) weeks (ten (10) business days) will be 

reflected as milestones. Tasks running longer than two (2) weeks will reflect the actual 
duration 

▪ The Executive Summary section will not be reflected in the reporting of schedule metrics 
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▪ Definition of what level task(s) to include in Executive Summary will be limited to most 
critical milestones that support the Module’s or the State project team’s critical path 

4.0 Standards and Guidelines  
This deliverable will be submitted as a Microsoft Word document, following CMS Standards.  PMBOK 
standards were considered.  

5.0 Appendices 

5.1 Appendix A: Record of Changes 
Table 5 - Record of Changes 

Version No. Date Author/Owner Description of Change 
V2.0 8/28/2019 Barbara Zenor/Eric 

Candelaria 
Initial EPMO Schedule Management Plan 

V3.0 7/31/2020 Matthew Boldt/Mario 
Gonzalez 

Development of Content, updates, and 
revisions to submit to HSD 

V3.1 8/28/2020 Matthew Boldt Revisions based on HSD comments 

V3.2 9/18/2020 Matthew Boldt Revisions based on HSD comments 

V3.3 10/7/2020 Matthew Boldt Revisions based on HSD comments 

V4.0 4/21/2021 Matthew Boldt Revision of content to reflect transition to 
PWA 

V4.1 5/27/2021 Matthew Boldt Revisions based on HSD feedback 

V5.0 6/22/2022 Matthew Boldt Annual Submission 

V5.1 8/18/2023 Matthew Boldt Annual Submission 

 

5.2 Appendix B: List of Acronyms 
Table 6 - Acronyms 

Acronym  Definition 

APD Advanced Planning Document 

BMS Benefit Management Services 

BTC Business Transformation Council 

C/CMS Care/Case Management Solution 

C2 Agency Technology Appropriation 

CBHA Community Behavioral Health Association 

CCB Change Control Board 

CCMP Change Control Management Plan  

CCSC Consolidated Customer Service Center 

CMS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services  

CYFD Child Youth and Families Division 

DDI Design, Development, and Implementation 

DS Data Services 

EEM Enterprise Event Modeling 

EOD End of Day 

EPMO Enterprise Project Management Office 
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Acronym  Definition 
EPS Enterprise Project Schedule 

ESC Executive Steering Committee 

FS Financial Services 

HSD Human Services Department 

IMS Integrated Master Schedule 

IV&V Independent Verification & Validation  

LOE Level of Effort 

MAD Medical Administration Division 

MCO Managed Care Organization 

MMISR Medicaid Management Information System Replacement 

MPS Modularized Project Schedule 

MRM MAD Resource Model 

NM New Mexico 

OCSS Office of Child Support Services 

PA Prior Authorization 

PCC Project Certification Committee 

PCR Project Change Request 

PMBOK Project Management Book of Knowledge 

PMI Project Management Institute 

PMO Project Management Office 

PWA Project Web Application 

QA Quality Assurance 

QAT Quality Assurance Testing 

RFQ Request for Quote 

SDLC Software Development Life Cycle 

SI System Integrator 

SMP Schedule Management Plan 

SMR System Migration Repository 

TPL Third-Party Liability 

UAT User Acceptance Testing 

UP Unified Portal 

WBS Work Breakdown Structure 

 

Table 7 – Definitions 

Definition Meaning 
At Risk Task An At Risk task is any task with a Start Date before the reporting date of the schedule that 

has a % Complete that is less than the percent of time elapsed for the task. (e.g. A task 
has a duration of ten (10) days, the reporting date of the schedule is five (5) days into the 
expected duration, and the task is reported as 45% complete. This task is At Risk because 
50% of the time allowed to complete it has elapsed, and it is only 45% complete) 

Future Task A Future Task is any task with a Start Date that occurs after the reporting date of the 
schedule and the % complete is 0 

In-Progress Task An In-Progress task is any task where the reporting date of the schedule is before the 
Finish Date of the task and the % Complete of the task is equal to or greater than the 
percent of time elapsed for the task. (e.g., A task has a duration of ten (10) days, the 
reporting date of the schedule is five (5) days into the expected duration, and the task is 
reported as 60% complete. This task is in-progress and slightly ahead of schedule because 
50% of the time allowed to complete it has elapsed, and it is 60% complete) 
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Definition Meaning 
IV&V  Independent Verification and Validation. Responsibilities defined in 45 CFR 

§95.626   ‘Independent Verification and Validation’ to more accurately reflect 
association with SMP, overall project responsibilities, and current status of the 
CMS Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) 

Key Deliverables Key Deliverables included in the EPS are primarily those deliverables identified in module 
contractor contracts. A key deliverable does not include routine monthly and weekly tasks 
such as MPS updates and attending ongoing meetings. Additionally, State teams 
determine the deliverables that must be provided for their sub-projects to contribute to 
the success of the MMISR project. e.g., Future state business processes, key feature, and 
function portal deliverables the integrate with data and services provided by the module 
contractor 

Key Milestones Key milestones are extracted from the MPS’ or extracted from a procurement that has 
been published for vendor responses. Then EMPO working with the module contractor 
and State Project teams, determine which project milestones become key milestones. Key 
milestones will often, but not entirely, be milestones that will have an impact on other 
MMISR sub-projects or are an identified dependency on other MMISR sub-projects 

Key Tasks Key tasks are defined as a task that will deliver value to HSD or Partner Agencies, is 
dependent on resource availability, or is a cross module dependency.  The EMPO working 
with the module contractor and State Project teams, determine which project tasks, 
become key tasks incorporated into the EPS 

Late Task A late task is any task that has a % Complete of less than 100% and has a Finish Date that 
is before the reporting date of the schedule 

MPS Modularized Project Schedule refers to detailed module contractor or State project 
team’s schedules maintained and owned by the module contractor or State project team.  
Module contractors are expected to bring their methodologies to the MMISR project 
which will assure their success for their scope of effort.  Their MPS should follow the 
detailed steps of their own methodology 

OCSS Office of Child Support Services. OCSS partners with federal, state, tribal and local 
governments, and others to promote parental responsibility so that children receive 
support from both parents even when they live in separate households. 

Rolling Wave 
Planning 

Rolling wave planning is a form of progressive elaboration. Progressive elaboration is the 
continual updating of the MPS with greater levels of detail and information as the project 
progresses. Rolling wave planning involves providing detailed planning for short-term 
activities and high-level planning for long-term items 

Stakeholder A stakeholder is an individual and/or organization who is involved in or may be affected 
by project activities. Specifically, for HHS 2020 Internal stakeholders (per the procurement 
library Addendum 8): 

The state Departments, Divisions and Bureaus that are integral to the Enterprise by 
virtue of having an interest in or a business need being met by the HHS2020 Enterprise 
MMISR project for the health and human service programs they manage. At a 
minimum, this includes the state departments of Human Services, Aging and Long-Term 
Services, Children, Youth and Families and Information Technology 

Additionally, external stakeholders whose interests may be positively or negatively 
affected because of project execution or completion. Such external stakeholders include 
but are not limited to: Federal Agencies such as CMS and ACF’s OCSS 

Sub-project team A module contractor or State project team undertaking a set of tasks or activities in 
support of the MMISR project 
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5.3 Appendix C: Referenced Documents  
Table 8 - Referenced Documents 

Document Link 
Change Control Management Plan (PMO10) Change Control Management Plan (PMO10) 

EPS EPS location on SharePoint; EPS location on PWA 

QA MPS QA MPS Location; QA MPS on PWA 

SI MPS SI MPS Location; SI MPS on PWA 

FS MPS FS MPS Location; FS MPS on PWA 

BMS MPS BMS MPS Location; BMS MPS on PWA 

Risk Management Plan (PMO7) Risk Management Plan (PMO7) 

EPS Dashboard PowerBI Dashboard 
MMISR Role and RACI Charts MMISR Role and RACI Charts 

5.4 Appendix D: Cross Reference CMS SMP Template  
There is no Enterprise Schedule Management Plan template from CMS to cross-reference.  

5.5 Appendix E: Sample Report – Schedule Metrics 
The Figures below represent the schedule metrics that are available through the EPS Dashboard. 

 

  

https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/collaboration/SIVD/SitePages/Home.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FEPMO%2FDeliverables%2FPMO10%5FChange%5FControl%5FManagement%5FPlan&FolderCTID=0x012000AD5A697FCE04884C96CFD081457607FB&View=%7BBF9F8880%2DF56C%2D42F6%2DBDB6%2D8C955DB80112%7D
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/MMISR/EPM/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?csf=1&web=1&e=dg2ISx&cid=bb159804%2Dab7b%2D4802%2D82d9%2De9244235c0d0&RootFolder=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FMMISR%2FEPM%2FShared%20Documents%2FEnterprise%20Project%20Schedule%20%28EPS%29&FolderCTID=0x01200059540B3EF6EBB24CBB1AE6A1F0DC7439
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-pwa/Project%20Detail%20Pages/Schedule.aspx?ProjUid=1d5efd4f-f9c4-ed11-b896-a0cec8fbba9f&ret=0
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/collaboration/SIVD/SitePages/Home.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FQuality%20Assurance%2FSchedule%2C%20Progress%2C%20Teams%20%26%20Owners&FolderCTID=0x012000AD5A697FCE04884C96CFD081457607FB&View=%7BBF9F8880%2DF56C%2D42F6%2DBDB6%2D8C955DB80112%7D
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-pwa/Project%20Detail%20Pages/Schedule.aspx?ProjUid=20d3faa9-37cf-ed11-b89a-c26fc8ba48b9&ret=0
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/collaboration/SIVD/SitePages/Home.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FSystem%20Integrator%2FSchedule%2C%20Progress%2C%20Teams%20%26%20Owners&FolderCTID=0x012000AD5A697FCE04884C96CFD081457607FB&View=%7BBF9F8880%2DF56C%2D42F6%2DBDB6%2D8C955DB80112%7D
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-pwa/Project%20Detail%20Pages/Schedule.aspx?ProjUid=ed4ed8ee-32cf-ed11-b89a-c26fc8ba48b9&ret=0
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/collaboration/SIVD/SitePages/Home.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FFinancial%20Services%2FSchedule&FolderCTID=0x012000AD5A697FCE04884C96CFD081457607FB&View=%7BBF9F8880%2DF56C%2D42F6%2DBDB6%2D8C955DB80112%7D
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-pwa/Project%20Detail%20Pages/Schedule.aspx?ProjUid=a8cd94e9-31cf-ed11-b89a-c26fc8ba48b9&ret=0
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/collaboration/SIVD/SitePages/Home.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FBenefit%20Management%20Services%2FSchedule&FolderCTID=0x012000AD5A697FCE04884C96CFD081457607FB&View=%7BBF9F8880%2DF56C%2D42F6%2DBDB6%2D8C955DB80112%7D#InplviewHashbf9f8880-f56c-42f6-bdb6-8c955db80112=
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-pwa/Project%20Detail%20Pages/Schedule.aspx?ProjUid=3fc7bc4c-31e5-ed11-b8a2-a0cec8fbba9f&ret=0
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/Collaboration/SIVD/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FEPMO%2FDeliverables%2FPMO7%5FRisk%5FManagement%5FPlan%2FPMO7%5FRisk%20Management%20Plan%5FEPMO%20V4%5FAnnual%20Review%5FFinal%5FApproved%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FCollaboration%2FSIVD%2FShared%20Documents%2FEPMO%2FDeliverables%2FPMO7%5FRisk%5FManagement%5FPlan
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/MMISR/EPM/SitePages/EPS-Dashboard.aspx?originalPath=aHR0cHM6Ly9ubWhzZC5zaGFyZXBvaW50LmNvbS86dTovcy9IMjAvTU1JU1IvRVBNL0VaZ0psel9aTzF0SHV3dE01SHpyVzVrQkZnSXh5angxTE5FOU80YTVLS3hxR2c_cnRpbWU9QWdiSFoxRjAyRWc
https://nmgov.sharepoint.com/sites/HSD-H20/MMISR/EPM/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?viewpath=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FMMISR%2FEPM%2FShared%20Documents%2FForms%2FAllItems%2Easpx&id=%2Fsites%2FHSD%2DH20%2FMMISR%2FEPM%2FShared%20Documents%2FEPMO%20Working%20Artifacts%2FRACI%20and%20Role%20Charts&viewid=e8555014%2D7164%2D4296%2Db936%2D0912dd1569f1
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Figure 2 - Example Metrics Milestones Due 

 

This sample chart shows a three (3) month reporting period and displays the number of milestones 
due each month compared to those completed and late. 
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Figure 3 - Example Module Specific Dashboard 

 

This shows an example of the Module specific dashboard including Schedule Performance Indicator, 
Upcoming work, Late and At-Risk Tasks, and historical chart. 

Figure 4 - Example Filtered Timeline 

 

Here is an example of the timeline page filtered for the Unified Portal Vendor showing the UP specific 
timeline and status of tasks and milestones. 
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Figure 5 – EPS Critical Path Dashboard 

 

Here is an example of the EPS critical path dashboard 

Figure 6 – SME Resource Needs 

 

Here is a filtered view of the SME Resource dashboard. 


